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Animal Planet’s Treehouse Masters Features Cali Bamboo Products in Season
Finale Starring Country Singer, Brian Kelley of Florida Georgia Line

For the second time, Animal Planet Network features sustainable building materials from Cali
Bamboo in their custom construction projects.

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) August 19, 2014 -- Cali Bamboo, the leading manufacturer of green building
materials for residential and commercial projects, has been featured in the season two finale of Treehouse
Masters on the Animal Planet Network. The episode, which aired on Friday, August 15th, 2014, guest starred
country music sensation Brian Kelley, of the duo Florida Georgia Line.

With the help of Pete Nelson, host of Treehouse Masters, Mr. Kelley and his wife added a two-story tree house,
complete with recording studio, to their Nashville, TN home. According to Animal Planet, the music-recording
studio was designed to channel Brian’s creativity and includes Guatemalan fabrics, vintage light bulbs, and Cali
Bamboo's GreenClaimed Cork Wall Tiles in Meadow to create a textured accent wall that doubles as sound
absorption.

This is the second Animal Planet feature for Cali Bamboo's sister brand: GreenClaimed and their sustainable
building materials. Previously, GreenClaimed cork wall tiles in Tundra were used to create a recording studio in
the trees for Washington-based Bear Creek Studios. That episode, the season one finale, featured musician Cee
Lo Green.

“Cork as a sustainable building material has become a popular element for home, and in this case tree house,
décor thanks to its easy installation, rustic appearance, and overall sound and warmth absorbing properties”
says Cali Bamboo green décor expert, Katie Colleton. “Popularity of the product continues to grow as
additional uses for the material are explored.”

For more information on the Treehouse Masters episode featuring Cali Bamboo, visit the GreenShoots DIY
blog today. To request samples of the products featured on Animal Planet, visit
http://www.calibamboo.com/get-quote-designer-cork.html or call toll free:
1-888-788-2254.

###

ABOUT CALI BAMBOO

Headquartered in San Diego, Cali Bamboo manufactures green building materials made primarily of bamboo
— one of the world’s most durable, sustainable and renewable materials. Founded in 2004, the company has
become a model of how individuals, businesses and communities can implement modern design while
maintaining structural strength and environmental integrity. Cali Bamboo services residential and commercial
building projects across North America with a wide range of products including bamboo flooring, fencing,
composite decking, plywood, cork wall tiles, poles, paneling and more. For more information visit
www.CaliBamboo.com.
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Contact Information
Katie Colleton
Cali Bamboo
http://www.calibamboo.com/
858-309-5789

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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